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Dear Parents,

Welcome on board session 2020-21!

We know that our eager beavers, the enthused students of our
school are waiting for the new academic session to begin.

Sunrise Public School is with the students and the parents during
this crisis situation and working tirelessly to ensure that our
students don’t fall behind schedule on their learning. So, to keep
our young learners engaged we have prepared some fun-filled
worksheets to keep them occupied during these unexpected
holidays. These worksheets would be beneficial and aid in
continuous flow of enrichment.

Eagerly awaiting for this tough time to pass so that we can bounce
back with high spirits and in full flow. Take extremely good care of
your health, stay at home, stay safe!

Note:-

We understand that you may not be able to take a printout of
the worksheets sent to you. So the students can write only the
answers on ruled A-4 sheets or in a notebook.



ENGLISHWORKSHEET

CLASS-VIII
Q-1. Read the passage and answer the question that follow:
An elderly carpenter was ready to retire. He told his employer of his plans to leave
the house building business and live a more leisurely life with his family. He would
miss the pay cheque, but he needed to retire. The employer was sorry to see his good
worker go and asked if he could build just one more house as a personal favour. The
carpenter said ‘yes’, but in time it was easy to see that his heart was not in his work.
He resorted to shoddy workmanship and used inferior material. It was an
unfortunate way to end his career.

When the carpenter finished his work, his employer handed over the key of the
house to the carpenter – “This is your house, my gift to you”.

What a shock! What a shame! If he had only known he was building his own house, he
would have done it all so differently! Now he had to live in a poorly built house. So it is
with us. We build our lives, a day at a time often putting less than our best into the
building. Then, with a shock, we realize we have to live in the house we have built. If
we could do it over, we would do it much differently.

But, you cannot go back. You are the carpenter, and everyday you hammer a nail,
place a board, or erect a wall. Someone once said, your attitude, and the choices you
make today, help build the “house” you will live in tomorrow. Therefore, build wisely!

1. Answer the following questions:
1. What did the carpenter tell his employer? (1*5=5 marks)
2. What favour did his employer ask from the carpenter?
3. What surprise did the employer have for the carpenter?
4. Why was the surprise a 'shame' for the carpenter?
5. Which word in the first paragraph means the same as ‘art of skill of a workman’?

Q-2. Write an essay on the topic of “Pollution” in about 150-200 words.



SCIENCEWORKSHEET-1

CLASS-VIII
I. There are large number of organisms around us. We can see most of

the organisms with the naked eye. However, there are large number
of other organisms that are so small that it is not possible to see them
with naked eye. “The organisms that cannot be seen with the
naked eye and can only be observed through a microscope are
call ‘microorganisms’. Microorganisms may be unicellular
(single-celled) or multicellular (many-celled)”.
The science that deals with the study of microorganisms is called
Microbiology and the scientist who study microbiology is called
Microbiologist. The First Scientist to describe microorganism was a
Dutch scientist, Antonie Van Leeuwenhoek
Microorganisms are classified into five major groups:
a) Bacteria (Singular: bacterium). Example: E. coli
b) Viruses (Singular: virus). Example: Corona virus.
c) Algae (Singular: alga). Example: Spirogyra.
d) Fungi (Singular: fungus). Example: Mushroom.
e) Protozoa (Singular: protozoan).

Example:Amoeba.

Microorganism are useful to us in many ways:

1. A bacteria known as Lactobacillus is used in making curds, cheese
& paneer.

2. A Famous Fungus Yeast is used in baking industries &
fermentation process in our day to day activities.

3. Streptomycin, tetracycline and erythromycin are some of the
antibiotics made by fungi and bacteria.

4. Microorganism can be used in production of vaccines. Diseases
like cholera, Polio, Tetanus, Hepatitis can be prevented by
vaccines.



Microorganism are also harmful to us in many ways. Here below, I
am giving you a chart related to some common diseases that are
caused by microorganism in humans.

Do below Question based on above details:

Q1. What do you understand by microorganism?

Q2. Who was the first scientist to describe about microorganism?

Q3. In howmany groups microorganism are divided? Also give example of

each group.

Q4. Give the name of any two antibiotics.

Q5. Give the name of any five communicable diseases. Q6.

Multiple Choice question:

1. Microorganism can be seen through .
a) Microscope, b) telescope, c) periscope, d) kaleidoscope.

2. Spirogyra belongs to a group called .
a) Bacteria, b) viruses, c) algae, d) fungi.

3. The microorganism that help in making Idli &Dosa are .
a) Bacteria, b) viruses, c) algae, d) yeast.

S.No. Disease causing

microorganisms

Diseases

1. Viruses Common Cold, Influenza, Dengue fever,

Polio, Chickenpox, Measles, AIDS, COVID
19 etc.

2. Bacteria Typhoid, Cholera, T.B, Food Poisoning,

Plague, Anthrax etc.

3. Protozoa Malaria, Kala-azar, Amoebic dysentery
etc.

4. Fungi Ringworm (a skin disease)



II. LIGHT
Q1. Fill in the blanks:

A) Light travels along a line.
B) An image cannot be obtained on a screen is called a image.
C) The image formed by mirror is erect, virtual and is of same size as the

object.
D) An image which can be obtained on a screen is called a image.
E) A lens can be used as magnifying lens.

Q2. Recognize these mirrors and name them.

i) ii)

Q3. Fill in the blanks.

i)
A concave lens diverges (bend outwards) the light rays and it is called as

lens. (Diverging lens /Converging lens)

ii)

A convex lens converges (bend inwards) the light rays and it is called as

lens. (Diverging lens /Converging lens



SCIENCEWORKSHEET-2

CLASS-VIII
FORCE

(i) Force is that which changes or tries to change the shape or state of a body.
(ii) Force is a push orpull.
(iii) Living and Non-living things canapply force.
(iv) To apply a forceoveranobject interaction betweenobjectandsource

of force is necessary.
(v) Whenever forceacts, thetwobodies are involved.Onewhichapply the

force,the other which receive theforce.

Example:

i) Tokickaball,weneed topush it; topick thebookweneed topull it.
ii) Tohitaball,weneedtopushitwhereastoliftaboxweneedtopull it.

Direction and Magnitude of Force:

i) The measurement of strength and amount of force is called magnitude of
force.

ii) Twoormore forces on the same object can be applied in the samedirection
andalsoin the oppositedirection.

When two ormore forces are applied over an object in the same direction:

Whentwo or more forces are applied over an object in the samedirection,thenthe
totalornet force is the additionofmagnitude ofboth the forces.

Example:

i) When twopersonspush thebox in the samedirectionwith themagnitudeof
forcesof each 2N, then the resultant force will be

Net Force:- 2N + 2N = 4N ( In the direction of applied force)



When two or more forces are applied over an object in the opposite
direction: When twoormore forces are appliedover anobject in theopposite
direction, thenthe total effective or net force is the difference of magnitude of
twoforces.
Example:

i.When two persons pushthe box in the oppositedirectionwiththemagnitude of
forcesof each 2N, then the resultant force will be

Net Force: - 2N - 2N = 0N (In the direction of applied force)

ii.If one person is applying a force of 8N and another person is pushing the box in the
opposite direction with the magnitude of force of 6N, then the resultant force will be

Net Force: - 8N - 6N = 2N (In the direction of applied force).

Effect of Forces: -

Force can change the state of motion: An object can be in two states

a) Rest state: When an object is not moving. This means a stationery object is
called in the state of rest. Example- A ball and a book kept on a table and not
moving.

b) Motion state: When an object is moving. This state of an object is called in the
state of motion. Example- A moving ball.



Force can change the direction of motion:

A force can move a stationary object. A force can speed up, decrease the speed and
change the direction of a moving object. Finally, we can say that force can change
the state of motion.

Example: A boy wants to move a tire faster. It has to be pushed repeatedly.

ii)Change in the direction of moving a ball after it strikes the ruler placed in the

path.

Force can change the shape of an object:

i) When you apply force on an inflated balloon by pressing it using your hand
from both the sides, then the force of pressure changes the shape ofballoon.
ii) You can change the shape of dough into bread by applying force with a rollingpin.

Types Of Forces:

I.Contact Force:-

a) For contact force, interaction between objects is necessary. Force that comes
into action after the interaction between the objects is called contact force.
Example: pushing a car, etc.

b) Muscular Force, friction force are types of contact force.

a) Muscular Force:

i) Force due to the action of muscles is called muscular force. Example:Animals
use muscular force to carry out their tasks.

b) Frictional Force:

i) The forces of friction arise between the surfaces of twoobjects.

Example: when we stop pedaling a bicycle, it gradually slow down and finally
stop due to friction.



2. Non-Contact Force:

i) Force due to without interaction between the objects is called non-contact force.
Example: A magnet can pull an iron nail fromdistance.
ii) Magnetic force, Electrostatic force and gravitational force are the examples ofnon-
contact force.

A) Magnetic Force:
i) Amagnet can exert a force on another magnet without being in contact withit.
ii) The force exerted by a magnet is an example of a non-contact force. Example:
Opposite poles of two magnets attract each other and same poles repel eachother.

B) Electrostatic Force:
i) When a charged body exert a force on another charged or uncharged body is called
electrostatic force.
A charged body attracts an uncharged body.

ii) A positively charged body attracts a negatively charged body without coming
in contact.

C) Gravitational Force:
i) Gravitational force is exerted by Earth, Moon, Sun and other planets toothers.
ii) Earth and other planets attract all objects towards them.
Example: When we release an object from a height, it falls over the ground because
of gravitational attraction of earth.

ASSIGNMENT – 1

MCQs & VSAs

Q-1.Choose the correct option:

1. Which force is applied when you pull a heavy box?

a) Static Force b) Frictional force c) Sliding force d) Muscular force

2. Which of the following force always opposesmotion?

a) Gravitational force b) electrostatic force

c) muscular force d) friction

Q-2. Short Answer Type Questions:

1. Will the application of force always result in the state of motion?

2. Which effect of force is seen when a batsman hits the ball back towards the
bowler?

a) Change in size
b) Change in direction
c) Change of state frommotion to rest
d) All of these



Q-3. Long Answer Type Questions:-

1. Ramesh and Shyam were exerting forces F1(175 N) F2 (275 N) on the box. Find
the resultant force and the direction in which the box will move if, both forces act
in.

i) Same direction
ii) Opposite direction

HINDIWORKSHEET

CLASS-VIII
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MATHSWORKSHEET
CLASS-VIII

Q-1. Additive inverse of -25 is ________________.

Q-2. A kite has ________________ lines of symmetry.

Q-3. The multiple inverse of sis ______________.

Q-4.Find the value of the following:-
(a) (−7)3

(b) 94

(c) 36 X 37 X35

Q-5. Write down a pair of integers whose:
(a) Sum is -7

(b) Difference is -10

(c) Sum is 0

Q-6. If P=-10, find the value of P2-2P-100.
Q-7. Find the value of the angles x, y and z in each of the following:-

a) b)



SOCIAL SCIENCEWORKSHEET
CLASS-VIII

Q-1. Fill in the blanks:
A) Bal Gangadhar Tilak found the _ and newspapers.
B) The Jallianwala Bagh massacre took place inAmritsar on _____ april year.
C) The is a representative of the state.
D) The judges of the Supreme Court held office till they attain the age of______ years.
E) The first textile mill was established inMumbai in .

Q-2. State whether the given statements are ‘true’ or ‘false’:
A) Small scale industries use less amount of Capital as compared to large scale

industries. ___________
B) All resource have same value. ___________
C) Each citizen of India has the freedom to practice & spreadhis religion. __________
D) The practice of untouchability has beenmade illegal. ___________
E) The child marriage restraint act was passed in 1829. ___________

Q-3. Match the following:
A) Tiger of Mysore 1) Man-made resource
B) Mahal 2) 1764
C) Battle of Buxar 3) Tipu Sultan
D) Technology 4) Mangal Pandey
E) Revolt of 1857 5) Chino ka Roza, Agra

Q-4. Answer the following questions in one word:
A) Who was the founder of ‘INA’?
B) Give any one example of non-renewable resource.
C) In which month ‘wildlife week’ is observed in India.
D) Give any two examples of mosquito borne diseases.
E) Who started the ‘Self Respect Movement’ in India.

Q-5. In your class a new student enrolled, he belongs to Bengal and not
comfortable with new environment, some students started making fun
of him. What steps will you take to support him, that he may not feel
uncomfortable in class. Mention any five steps.

.
Q-6. Write a short note on the monuments built by Akbar.
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